NEW EYES
FOR THE
NEW YEAR
by Steve Brass

A

s the New Year begins,
many people are
making resolutions to
improve some area of
their lives. Losing weight, saving
money, stop smoking or reduce
alcohol consumption, are some
common ones, but how many
of us stop to review our personal
safety lenses?
Here are some simple New Year
goals to improve how you look at
the world and avoid being robbed
or assaulted.

LOOK UP NOT DOWN
Try this exercise. Sit in a café and
watch people walking by. Many
of them have their heads down
either looking at the ground, or at
a smartphone and rarely scan what
is in front of them, behind or in the
far distance to determine if there
are any threats to their person or
property.
I continue to observe people
walking in a parking lot, on the
sidewalk or even hiking in a park
with no idea of who or how many
individuals are approaching. Guess
what, predators have New Year’s
resolutions too. They are hoping
for unaware, distracted and people
in isolated places to launch their
attack.

On various occasions, I have approached someone walking with
the head down looking at a phone
oblivious to anyone around them
and startled them as I stepped
within feet of them. A simple
adjustment of lifting your head up
and walking with shoulders back,
hands free and scanning your surroundings could avoid a big hurt
from a predator looking for the
unaware prey. You can check your
texts later.
Here is a simple situational
awareness reboot for the New Year.

you arise, shower door, home office
door, garage door, car door, and
coffee shop door and on it goes.
Many people simple walk through
these doors into settings with no
idea of what is on the other side.
The DOORWAY STOP is simple and
requires us to stop and look at the
room we are entering to ensure
it is safe to approach. Is there a
fire, robbery going down, people
fighting, slippery floors or an active
shooter? A few seconds to stop,
look and decide if this environment
is safe to enter could save your life.

CHECK THE HANDS AND
WAISTLINE

COMING HOME

When approaching strangers
in any setting, your office, street,
bike path or sports event, stop and
glance at their hands to ensure
there are no weapons that can be
used to cause harm. Another good
practice is to check the waistlines
to see if someone is carrying a
weapon. Firearms are legal in this
state, but I still like to be aware of
what is around me and who is holding a possible lethal weapon in my
sphere. Again, head up, eyes scanning as you walk in the world.

DOORWAY RESOLUTION
One of my favourite exercises I
teach in my self-defense classes is
called the DOORWAY STOP.
Can you think of how many
doorways you walk through on an
average day? Bedroom door when
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Finally, keep your eyes wide
open when you reach home. Before
you exit your vehicle, park inside
your garage or driveway, and before
turning off the engine, look around
to ensure you were not followed,
and it looks and feels safe to exit the
vehicle.
Once inside, lock the door
behind you, put your keys and valuables hidden away and check your
home to ensure no one is waiting
inside before you relax your safety
awareness eyes and settle into your
castle.
Wishing you a safe and happy
new year with new personal safety
eyes.
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